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The wave-vector dependent shear viscosities for butane and freely jointed chains have been determined. The
transverse momentum density and stress autocorrelation functions have been determined by equilibrium mo-
lecular dynamics in both atomic and molecular hydrodynamic formalisms. The density, temperature, and chain
length dependencies of the reciprocal and real-space viscosity kernels are presented. We find that the density
has a major effect on the shape of the kernel. The temperature range and chain lengths considered here have by
contrast less impact on the overall normalized shape. Functional forms that fit the wave-vector-dependent
kernel data over a large density and wave-vector range have also been tested. Finally, a structural normalization
of the kernels in physical space is considered. Overall, the real-space viscosity kernel has a width of roughly
3–6 atomic diameters, which means that generalized hydrodynamics must be applied in predicting the flow
properties of molecular fluids on length scales where the strain rate varies sufficiently in the order of these
dimensions e.g., nanofluidic flows.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Because of their technological relevance, polymer solu-
tions and melts are the subject of intense study. In recent
years there has been considerable interest in molecular based
theories and simulations of thermodynamic and transport
properties of such systems. Though experimental shrinking
of molecular based fluidic devices from the micron regime to
the nanometer regime has shown remarkable developments
over the last decade, there are still many fundamental chal-
lenges to be addressed 1,2. Since extremely small volumes
are involved, molecular systems are very difficult to handle
and manipulate using conventional technologies. Therefore,
modeling and simulation techniques are useful tools to study
molecular structures on such length scales. Many simulations
of nanofluids, in particular equilibrium molecular-dynamics
EMD and nonequilibrium molecular-dynamics NEMD
simulations, have been performed in the late 1980s early
1990s 3,4 and more extensively in recent years 5. How-
ever, in most of these simulations the stress was only treated
as being dependent on the local strain rate. Newton’s law of
viscosity breaks down on very small length scales and even
exhibits singularities at points where the strain rate is zero
6–9. Todd et al. 10,11 recently shown that for flow fields
with nonconstant gradients in the strain rate over the width
of the real-space viscosity kernels, nonlocality plays a sig-
nificant role. In the case of planar Couette and Poiseuille
flows, the inclusion of the nonlocal viscosity kernel will give
exactly the same predictions as classical hydrodynamics,
which assumes a constant local viscosity 10. However, for
more general cases, the stress cannot be thought of as a local
function of the strain rate, but the entire strain rate distribu-
tion in the system. Such a nonlocal constitutive equation that
allows for spatial and temporal nonlocality for a homoge-
neous fluid can be expressed as 12,13
Pxyr,t = − 
0
t
−

r − r,t − t˙r,tdrdt, 1
where Pxyr , t is the x ,y off-diagonal component of the
pressure tensor, ˙r , t is the shear strain rate, and r
−r , t− t is the nonlocal viscosity kernel at position r and
time t. In the situation where the strain rate is constant in
time and only varies with respect to the spatial coordinate y,
Eq. 1 reduces to
Pxyy = − 
−

y − y˙ydy. 2
Highly confined systems exhibit large variations in the strain
rate with position in the vicinity of the wall. Therefore a
nonlocal constitutive equation is expected to be necessary for
an adequate description of flow in such systems 6.
The wave-vector-dependent shear viscosity in Eq. 2 for
a variety of simple atomic fluids has already been discussed
by several authors 12,14,15. A more extensive analysis of
the wave-vector-dependent shear viscosity for monatomic
and diatomic fluids has been carried out in our other publi-
cation 16. Molecular fluids have received less attention
with very few results on nonlocal transport coefficients.
Palmer 17 reported the transverse current autocorrelation
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functions for Lennard-Jones fluids, liquid carbon dioxide,
and the TIP4P model of water in the small wave-vector re-
gion. Bertolini et al. 18 reported the density, longitudinal,
and transverse currents for water, modeled by a TIP4P po-
tential in the atomic and molecular formalism for three wave
vectors 0.288,0.498,0.705 Å−1 and the stress autocorrela-
tion functions ACFs at the same value of wave vectors and
at zero wave vector for 245 K. More recently a modified
collective mode approach has been applied by Omelyan et
al. 19 to TIP4P water. They reproduced the wave-vector
and frequency dependent shear viscosity for this model using
a relatively small number of modes.
Generally, molecular hydrodynamic theories may be
framed in atomic or molecular formalisms 20–24 which
only agree in the limit of zero frequency and zero wave
vector. For simple atomic fluids 15 and water 17,18 the
wave-vector dependences of bulk and shear viscosities were
qualitatively similar to those of hard spheres 12 which con-
firms that the hard sphere model is a very good approxima-
tion for dense liquid properties that depend on the liquid
structure. The ACFs for water 18 and chlorine 16 were
essentially equal in both atomic and molecular formalisms.
The aim of this work is to extract the homogeneous non-
local viscosity kernel for complex molecular fluids over a
large range of wave vectors, densities, and temperatures. In
the paper we report results for butane and long linear chains.
The molecular dynamics results allow us to propose a func-
tional form for the nonlocal viscosity kernel in reciprocal
space that fits the data over the considered domain of state
points. The inverse Fourier transformed functions can then
be used to compute the real space kernels. Ultimately, the
identified viscosity kernel allows one to predict the flow pro-
file for confined molecular fluids.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Sec. II we briefly review the theoretical concepts. In Secs.
II A and II B the atomic and molecular hydrodynamic ex-
pressions for the wave-vector-dependent momentum density
and stress are introduced. In Sec. II C the expressions for the
complex wave-vector and frequency dependent viscosity are
given. In Sec. III we describe our models and simulation
conditions. In Sec. IV we present results including the recip-
rocal and real space kernels for our molecular systems. A
structural normalization of the real space kernels that ac-
counts for structural properties is also considered in this sec-
tion. In Sec. V we draw conclusions and make a few closing
remarks.
II. METHOD
A. Wave-vector-dependent momentum densities
The mass and momentum densities in the atomic rep-
resentation for a molecular fluid are defined in real
space as 25: r , t=i=1
Nm=1
Ns mir−ri and JAr , t
=r , tvr , t=i=1
Nm=1
Ns pitr−ri where the inner sum-
mation extends over the number of interaction sites Ns in a
molecule and the outer summation extends over the number
of molecules Nm in the system. In general, Ns, depends on
the molecule index i for a multicomponent system, but in our
systems Ns is constant and the atoms are assumed to have
identical masses, namely, mi. The Fourier transform of the
mass density is ˜k , t=i=1
Nm=1
Ns mie
ik·ri, with k being the
wave vector, and the Fourier transform of the momentum
density is
J˜Ak,t = 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns
piteik·ri. 3
For molecules composed of Ns atoms we can define the
molecular mass as Mi==1
Ns mi, the position of the molecu-
lar center of mass as ri==1
Ns miri /Mi and momentum of
the molecule i as pi==1
Ns pi. This means that the molecular
momentum density can be written in reciprocal space as
J˜Mk,t = 
i=1
Nm
piteik·ri. 4
The reciprocal and real space expressions of mass and mo-
mentum densities for a molecular fluid has been discussed in
more detail by Todd and Daivis 25.
B. Wave-vector-dependent pressure tensor
The molecular pressure is the pressure calculated using
the intermolecular forces and the molecular center of mass
momenta. The atomic pressure on the other hand includes all
atomic momenta and all interatomic forces and constraint
forces. The wave-vector-dependent atomic pressure tensor
for a polymer system composed of Nm molecules and Ns sites
per molecule is defined as
P˜ AFJCk,t = 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns pipi
mi
eik·ri
−
1
2i=1
Nm

=1
Ns

ji
Nm

=1
Ns
rijFijgik · rijeik·rij
− 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns−2

=+2
Ns
riiFiigik · riieik·rii
+ 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns
riFi
C gik · rieik·ri, 5
where Fij is the LJ force acting on site  of molecule i
due to site  of molecule j and FiC is the total bond con-
straint force on site  of molecule i. rij=r j−ri is the
minimum image separation of site  of molecule i from site
 of molecule j. gik ·r are the Fourier transforms of the
Irving-Kirkwood operators 26, where gx= ex−1 /x
=n=0
 xn / n+1!, with x= ik ·rij, x= ik ·rii, and x
= ik ·ri, respectively. The second and third terms in Eq. 5
represent the intermolecular and intramolecular contributions
to the pressure tensor, respectively.
For butane, a torsional or dihedral force component FD
should be also included in the pressure tensor so that
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P˜ AButanek,t = 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns pipi
mi
eik·ri
−
1
2i=1
Nm

=1
Ns

ji
Nm

=1
Ns
rijFijgijkeik·rij
+ 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns
riFi
D gikeik·ri
+ 
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns
riFi
C gikeik·ri, 6
where Fi
C is the intramolecular constraint forces.
The pressure tensor in the molecular representation is de-
fined for both systems as
P˜ Mk,t = 
i=1
Nm pipi
Mi
eik·ri −
1
2i=1
Nm

ji
Nm
rijFij
intergijkeik·rij , 7
where Fij
inter represents the intermolecular force. gijk
= eik·rij −1 / ik ·rij =n=0
 ik ·rijn / n+1!. rij =r j −ri is the
minimum image separation of the center of mass of molecule
i from the center of mass of molecule j. The momenta ap-
pearing in these equations, pi, pi, are the momenta appear-
ing in the respective atomic and molecular equations of mo-
tion Eqs. 17 and 18. The atomic pressure tensor is
symmetric at all times by definition. Although the time aver-
aged molecular and atomic pressure tensor should be identi-
cal, the molecular pressure tensor may not be symmetric in-
stantaneously. We must note also that the contribution of the
internal molecular forces, such as constraint and dihedral
forces, to the molecular pressure is zero because the sum of
an internal force over all sites within molecules is zero. A
more detailed derivation of atomic and molecular wave-
vector-dependent pressure tensor can be found in 20,23,27.
C. Wave-vector- and frequency-dependent viscosity
In what follows we present expressions for the wave-
vector- and frequency-dependent viscosities derived only for
the atomic representation. Because the molecular stress ten-
sor is not symmetric instantaneously the formulation of cor-
relation function expressions is more complex and will not
be considered in this paper.
The wave-vector- and frequency-dependent viscosity can
be evaluated by using two different expressions in terms of
the Fourier-Laplace transform of the transverse momentum
density ACF, Ck , t, and the Fourier-Laplace transform of
the stress tensor autocorrelation function, Nk , t 13. We
define the Fourier-Laplace transform one-sided Fourier
transform as Lft= f˜	=0fte−i	tdt. For the sake of
simplicity of notation and consistency with the notation
used in previous publications, in what follows, we drop the
tilde sign over correlation functions and keep the tilde nota-
tion over the Fourier-Laplace transformed correlation func-
tions only. If we set the wave vector 0,ky ,0 in reciprocal
space and let Jx be the component of the momentum density
in the x direction, the expression for the wave-vector- and
frequency-dependent viscosity in terms of C˜ky ,	 takes
the form 13
˜ky,	 =

ky
2
Cky,t = 0 − i	C˜ky,	
C˜ky,	
, 8
where  is the atomic mass density of the fluid and C˜ky ,	
is the Laplace transform of the ensemble averaged transverse
momentum density ACF Cky , t, which is defined as
Cky,t =
1
V
Jxky,tJxky,t = 0	 , 9
where V is the simulation volume. The integral of the trans-
verse momentum density ACF is given as
ICky,t = 
0
t
Cky,tdt. 10
The zero time value of Cky , t=0 for an atomic fluid in the
thermodynamic limit is
Cky,t = 0 = kBT 11
and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The theoretical value of
Cky , t=0=kBT for an atomic fluid obtained from a ca-
nonical ensemble average in the thermodynamic limit differs
slightly from the theoretical value in the simulated isokinetic
ensemble given by Cky , t=0=kBT1−4NsNm /3 because
the total peculiar kinetic energy and three components of the
momenta are constants of the motion in our simulations. For
a molecular fluid with constrained bonds, we must also ac-
count for the internal bond constraints in deriving a relation-
ship between the zero time value of the atomic momentum
density ACF and the temperature. This point is discussed
further in the results section. To ensure numerical consis-
tency of our results, we use the simulated value of Cky , t
=0 rather than Eq. 11 in our calculations of the wave-
vector-dependent viscosity.
The expression for the wave-vector- and frequency-
dependent viscosity in terms of the ACF of the shear stress
Nky , t takes the form
˜ky,	 =
N˜ ky,	
Cky,t = 0/kBT − k2N˜ ky,	/i	
, 12
where
N˜ ky,	 =
1
VkBT
LPxyky,tPxyky,t = 0	 , 13
and again we point out that Eq. 12 is only valid in the
atomic representation. In the zero wave-vector limit, a gen-
eralization of the Green-Kubo expression for the shear vis-
cosity for an isotropic fluid allows the transverse momentum
flux to be in an arbitrary direction rather than along a coor-
dinate axis and can be written in terms of the stress tensor as
28,29
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 =
V
10kBT

0

dtPost:Pos0	 , 14
where the os superscript denotes the traceless symmetric part
of the stress tensor Post= 12 Pt+PTt−
1
3 trPt1. Equa-
tion 14 is valid for both atomic and molecular representa-
tions.
The integral of the shear stress ACF can be written as
INky,t = 
0
t
Nky,tdt, 15
which converges to the Green-Kubo viscosity for zero wave
vector and to zero at the nonzero wave-vector values. This is
used as a direct computational verification of the statement
that the zero-frequency limit of the function N˜ k ,	 is zero
for all nonzero wave vectors and demonstrates why neither
substitution of 	=0 into Eq. 12 nor evaluation of Eq. 13
at nonzero wave vector yields the zero-frequency wave-
vector-dependent viscosity 13. For the nonzero wave-
vector viscosity Eq. 8 must be used.
III. SIMULATION
A. Model
Our simulation is based on the Edberg, Evans, and Mor-
riss algorithm 22,30,31 with an improved cell neighbor list
construction algorithm 32. To simulate butane we have
used the united atom model by Ryckaert and Bellemans
29,33,34. In this model each molecule is composed of Ns
=4 sites of mass 2.411
10−23 g which represent methyl
groups. The distance between neighboring sites is fixed to
1.53 Å and bond angles are fixed to 109.47° by a next-
nearest-neighbor constraint. A dihedral potential that depends
on the dihedral angle  acts between each pair of methyl
groups. We use a simple truncated cosine power series for
the dihedral potential. We note here that while the semiflex-
ible Ryckaert and Bellemans model reproduces the equilib-
rium properties of n-alkanes satisfactorily, it does not cor-
rectly generate all the transport coefficients 22. More
sophisticated models have to be employed in order to get a
better agreement with experiment 35–40.
The molecular model that we have chosen to represent
polymer molecules is the freely jointed Lennard-Jones LJ
chain FJC model. Each molecule in this model consists of
Ns sites of equal mass mi which interact via a truncated
rc=21/6 and shifted LJ interaction known as the Weeks-
Chandler-Andersen WCA interaction, Eq. 16 41,
joined by rigidly constrained bonds of length l=. LJ inter-
actions in this model can occur between any two different
sites except those connected by a bond,
ijrij = 
4 rij
12
−  
rij
6 −c, rij  rc
0, rij  rc,
 16
where rij is the interatomic separation,  is the potential well
depth, and  is the value of rij at which the unshifted poten-
tial is zero. The shift c is the value of the unshifted poten-
tial at the cutoff rij =rc and is introduced to eliminate the
discontinuity in the potential energy.
We have also studied the chain length dependence of the
viscosity kernel. A series of three different molecular sizes
was studied, consisting of 10, 20, and 50-site molecules. The
system size was 108 and 864 molecules. The molecular tem-
perature was T=1.0 and the reduced atomic site number
density was =0.84, where we note that the atomic number
density is equal to the atomic mass density in reduced units
for our system because all particles have the same mass. The
state point was chosen to correspond to previous studies
42–44 of chain dynamics. These parameters remained con-
stant through this series of simulations. The values of the
relevant simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.
All quantities in this paper are reported in terms of reduced
units which are relative to the Lennard-Jones parameters.
The conversion from real units to reduced units gives: re-
duced length r=r /, reduced density = /3, reduced
temperature T=kBT /, reduced time t= t / m /1/2, re-
duced pressure P=P3 /, reduced energy E=E /, and
reduced viscosity =2 /m. For the remainder of this
paper the asterisk is dropped.
B. Equations of motion
We conduct the simulations using a fifth-order Gear algo-
rithm 45,46 with an integration time step of t=0.002. The
equations of motion EOM for a molecular fluid can be
given in either the atomic or molecular formalism. In fact,
the molecular version of the homogeneous isothermal EOM
with a molecular thermostat at equilibrium are similar to the
atomic EOM with a molecular thermostat provided that all of
the relevant forces are included 25. When an atomic ther-
mostat is formulated artifacts are generated, however, this is
not the case here as all our simulations are performed at
constant molecular temperature which is a common practice
in simulation of molecular fluids including polymeric fluids.
The thermostatted EOM for polymer melts are given by 25
r˙i =
pi
mi
, p˙i = Fi
LJ + Fi
C
− M
mi
Mi
pi. 17
The force on a site is separated into two terms: Fi
LJ is the
contribution due to the LJ potential interactions and Fi
C is
the constraint force for the FJC system. M is the molecular
thermostat multiplier. For butane the EOM are
TABLE I. Simulation details.
Butane FJC/FENE
Site number density,  1.676, 1.46 0.84
Temperature, T 4.05, 3.79 1
Number of molecules, Nm 108, 864 108, 864
Number of sites, Ns 4 10, 20, 50
Bond length, l 0.39 1
LJ cutoff, rc 2.5 21/6
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r˙i =
pi
mi
, p˙i = Fi
T + Fi
C
− M
mi
Mi
pi, 18
where Fi
T represents the total force due to potential interac-
tions and dihedral forces, and Fi
C represents the intramolecu-
lar constraint forces. The EOM and the procedure for deter-
mining constraint forces for butane are outlined in 30. The
molecular thermostat multiplier which is derived from
Gauss’ principle of least constraint and acts to keep the mo-
lecular center of mass kinetic temperature TM constant is
given by 47
M =

i=1
Nm
Fi · pi/Mi

i=1
Nm
pi
2/Mi
. 19
The molecular temperature TM is defined by
TM =
1
dNm − NckB

i=1
Nm pi
2
mi
 , 20
where angled brackets denote an ensemble average, d is the
dimensionality of the system, and Nc=4 is the number of
constraints on the molecular center of mass degrees of free-
dom i.e., constraints on the center of mass momenta and
kinetic energy. We will not distinguish between atomic and
molecular temperature but simply use T to indicate the tem-
perature. The details of the constraint algorithm have been
discussed previously 30,48–50. A sparse matrix linear
equation solver is also used for the FJC system 51.
C. Simulation details
After the initial equilibration, we performed production
runs for a minimum of 1.4
107 time steps averaging 14
runs each of length 106 steps. The transverse momentum
density ACFs were computed over at least ten reduced time
units for 10-site molecules and over at least 20 reduced time
units for 50-site molecules. The stress ACFs were computed
over at least 20 and 40 reduced time units for 10-site and
50-site molecules, respectively. Both, the transverse momen-
tum density and stress ACFs were computed at wave vectors
kyn=2n /Ly, where mode number n is from 0 to 40 with
increment of 2 and Ly = Na /1/3. For the remainder of this
paper we drop the n index in kyn for simplicity. The ACFs
were Laplace transformed with respect to time using Filon’s
rule 47, and the wave-vector- and frequency-dependent vis-
cosities were calculated using Eqs. 8 and 12. Equation 8
was used to obtain the wave-vector viscosities at nonzero
wave vector and Eq. 12 was used to obtain the zero wave-
vector viscosity.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented below have been obtained by simu-
lation of 108 and 864 molecules in the isokinetic molecular-
dynamics ensemble. In this section we report results for
transverse momentum density and shear stress autocorrela-
tion functions, structural properties, reciprocal and real space
viscosity kernels for two molecular systems, namely, butane
and FJC polymeric melts. In order to validate our code and
results we reproduced and compared previous results for cor-
relation functions, self-diffusion and zero wave vector, zero
frequency-dependent viscosities of butane and FJC chains
where possible. Very good agreement was found in all cases.
A. Correlation functions
Initially, we examine the momentum density and shear
stress autocorrelation functions in atomic and molecular rep-
resentations. We must first note that the ACFs were evaluated
for both 108 and 864 molecule systems in order to determine
whether the results were system size dependent. No such
evidence was found for butane as well as for FJC systems. In
order to limit the number of figures, we only display the
results for one state point for butane and FJC molecules and
for system size Nm=864.
The transverse momentum density ACFs in atomic and
molecular representations for four nonzero wave-vectors are
shown for butane in Figs. 1a and 1b and for FJC in Figs.
2a and 2b. Their corresponding integrals are shown in
Figs. 1c, 1d, 2c, and 2d respectively. The general fea-
tures of our transverse momentum density ACFs are in
agreement with those observed previously for hard spheres
12 and for Lennard Jones liquids 17. Though the simu-
lated values of Cky2 , t=0 for butane Cky2 , t=0
=5.913 at =1.46, T=4.05 in the molecular representation
are in agreement with theoretical values Eq. 11 for bu-
tane Cky2 , t=0=5.909, =1.46, T=4.05, a closer ex-
amination of Figs. 1a and 2a shows that, in the atomic
representation, the zero time momentum density ACFs differ
for different ky values. Presumably, this is a consequence of
correlations between the momenta of different sites on the
same molecule that are involved in bond angle or bond
length constraints see Evans and Morriss, Chap. 4, Eq. 37
in 13. As a consequence, there is no longer a simple rela-
tionship between the temperature and the zero time value of
the momentum density ACF. This is confirmed by the fol-
lowing analysis.
Having the transverse momentum current for a molecular
system in the atomic representation defined by Eq. 3, we
can form the equilibrium transverse current autocorrelation
function by
JxkyJx
ky	 =
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns
pxieikyyi
j=1
Nm

=1
Ns
pxje−ikyyi .
21
If we expand Eq. 21 into
JxkyJx
ky	 =
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns
pxi
2 
+
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns


Ns
pxipxieikyyi−yi
+
i=1
Nm

=1
Ns

ji
Nm

=1
Ns
pxipxjeikyyi−yj ,
22
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we can see that Eq. 22 factorizes into three terms. The first
term is the total atomic kinetic energy, which is directly re-
lated to the atomic temperature. The second term involves
the zero time value of a correlation function of the momenta
for different atoms on the same molecule. These atoms may
be connected by constraints and their momenta will be cor-
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related, so the mean value of this term is expected to have a
nonzero value. The third term, involving correlations be-
tween the momenta of atoms on different molecules is ex-
pected to be zero at equilibrium. Therefore the y intercepts in
Figs. 1 and 2 are computed from the correlation function in
Eq. 9 and not from the temperature Eq. 11.
The shear stress ACFs in atomic and molecular represen-
tations for four wave vectors are plotted for butane in Figs.
3a and 3b and for FJC in Figs. 4a and 4b and their
integrals in Figs. 3c, 3d, 4c, and 4d respectively. All
the ACFs show a fast oscillatory initial decay followed by a
long-time tail. The tail’s noise is surprisingly higher in the
molecular formalism and equally pronounced in both butane
and polymeric systems. The main difference between zero
and finite ky functions is that their time integral is propor-
tional to the viscosities at ky =0, but it vanishes for nonzero
ky due to the conservation law. As a consequence the gener-
alized viscosities cannot be obtained from the Green-Kubo
integration at nonzero ky as pointed out by Evans and Mor-
riss 13. The long-time value of the zero wave-vector inte-
gral the Green-Kubo expression for the viscosity converges
to a viscosity of 4.8 for butane, which is in excellent agree-
ment with the Green-Kubo data at the same state point given
by Daivis and Evans 52. The butane system shows a
shorter convergence time value compared to polymeric sys-
tems.
B. Reciprocal space viscosity kernel
The reciprocal space viscosity kernels for model butane
and FJC are shown in Figs. 5–7. The error bars are within the
symbol sizes and are therefore omitted. The statistical reli-
ability of reciprocal space kernel data increases as ky in-
creases.
For butane we found the zero wave-vector zero frequency
viscosity to be 0=4.80.2 which agrees with the results of
Daivis et al. 52 4.80.1 or 0.1540.004 kg m−1 s−1.
For polymer melts we found 0=8.10.2Ns=10, 0
=15.20.3Ns=20, and 0=41.20.4Ns=50 which
agrees with the limiting values 0=8.420.04Ns=10, 0
=15.60.1Ns=20, and 0=41.30.6Ns=50 42 of the
shear viscosities at zero strain rate. Kröger et al. also re-
ported a slightly lower viscosity of 7.090.09 for a 10-site
FENE finite extensible nonlinear elastic chain 43. We see
that the zero wave-vector viscosity follows a simple propor-
tionality Ns typically described by a Rouse model
which confirms that the chain considered here is not long
enough to cover the crossover regime from the nonentangled
to the entangled state.
In Figs. 5a and 5b we compare the reciprocal space
kernels of butane at two state points =1.46, T=4.05
and =1.46, T=3.79. While the zero wave-vector vis-
cosity decreases with temperature from 5.41 at T=3.79
to 4.76 at T=4.05, the width and the shape of the nor-
malized kernel data varies insignificantly in this range of
temperatures getting slightly larger at T=4.05. The kernel
data points in Figs. 5a and 5b have also been fitted
to several functional forms identified previously for sim-
ple monatomic and diatomic fluids 15,16. We discuss
the parametrization of the reciprocal space kernels further
below. In Fig. 6 we plot the wave-vector dependent viscosity
for a polymeric chain upon increasing the chain length. It is
seen that the zero wave-vector viscosity increases linearly
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with Ns. However, the half width at half maximum is almost
constant which suggests that the normalized shape of the
reciprocal space kernel with respect to zero wave-vector
value must be identical for all three chain lengths. Further
evidence supporting this statement will be shown later in
Fig. 7.
For completeness we also compared the FJC kernels with
kernels computed for FENE 43 chain systems of equivalent
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molecular weight and state point. The kernels in both models
were essentially identical, therefore FENE results are not ex-
plicitly displayed in this paper. The similarity of the viscosity
kernel of these two molecules arises because, despite using
different algorithms, the molecular structure varies only
slightly. The similarity of FJC and FENE systems has also
been recently confirmed by Hunt and Todd 53,54 for shear
and extensional viscosities and diffusion tensor. The compu-
tational efficiency of the FENE and FJC force calculations
are also similar due to the sparse matrix linear equation
solver used for tridiagonal matrices which is applied in the
FJC system 55,56.
As one parameter functional forms that fit the data in both
low and high ky regions could not be found in our previous
attempts for atomic and diatomic systems 15,16, we here
present only the best fits with two or more fitting parameters.
Particularly we tested two functional forms: a NG term
Gaussian function
˜Gky = 0
j
NG
Aje−ky
2/2j
2
Aj, j R+ 23
and a Lorentzian type function
˜Lky =
0
1 + ky
, R+. 24
We present the best fits of the data to i a two-term Gaussian
function with freely estimated amplitudes i.e., unconstrained
fitting termed as ˜G2, ii to a two-term Gaussian function
with interdependent amplitudes i.e., constrained fitting
 j
NGAj =1 given by Hansen et al. 15 and termed as ˜G2H,
iii to a four-term Gaussian function with freely estimated
amplitudes, termed as ˜G4, and iv to the Lorentzian type
function Eq. 24. In order to measure the magnitude of the
residuals we use the residual standard deviation defined as
sr=n=1ns r2 / ns−np, where ns is the number of data points,
np is the number of fitting parameters, and r is the residual
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FIG. 6. Reciprocal space kernel of FJC melts in the atomic
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57. After an iterative curve fitting procedure the accurate
estimation of 0 was kept fixed allowing all other parameters
in Eqs. 23 and 24 to be used as fitting parameters. In
Table II we have listed the fitting parameters for our molecu-
lar systems. Table III also confirms the value of 1 for the
total Gaussian amplitudes.
The results show that a relatively simple equally weighted
two-term Gaussian function fits the butane data Figs. 5a
and 5b with less than 2% error Fig. 5c. The Lorentzian-
type function fits the butane data much better over the entire
wave-vector range. While generally a third term in the
Gaussian function improves the fit, only the fourth term
shows a better precision compared to the Lorentzian-type
function, Fig. 5c. In Fig. 5d we plot the differences be-
tween all three functional forms for the same state point of
butane. It is seen that the difference between the four-term
Gaussian and Lorentzian-type function is less than 1% and
either one of these two should be preferred. It is obvious that
eight parameters makes the four-term Gaussian expansion of
the reciprocal space kernel less convenient but on the other
hand, the Gaussian function can be analytically inverse Fou-
rier transformed while the inverse Fourier transform of the
Lorentzian-type function can in general only be evaluated
numerically.
TABLE II. Zero-frequency, zero wave-vector shear viscosity, and fitting parameter values for molecular
systems in atomic representation.
Butane FJC
State Point  1.46 1.46 0.84
T 4.05 3.79 1.0
System size Nm 864 864
Ns 4 10 20 50
0 4.80.2a 5.40.3 8.10.2 15.20.3 41.20.4
Two-term Gaussian, A2=1−A1 Eq. 23 A 0.133 0.202 0.375 0.170 0.250
1 10.29 6.708 2.769 3.810 3.213
2 2.105 1.585 1.044 1.452 1.261
sr 0.078 0.086 0.092 0.194 0.552
Two-term Gaussian Eq. 23 A1 0.123 0.200 0.368 0.139 0.252
A2 0.855 0.795 0.629 0.842 0.749
1 10.87 6.764 2.792 4.169 3.203
2 2.170 1.598 1.056 1.511 1.257
sr 0.077 0.089 0.094 0.181 0.567
Four-term Gaussian Eq. 23 A1 0.646 0.349 0.571 0.773 0.544
A2 0.231 0.532 0.270 0.061 0.188
A3 0.094 0.095 0.144 0.147 0.251
A4 0.028 0.023 0.016 0.019 0.027
1 2.549 2.762 1.618 1.556 1.413
2 1.127 1.284 0.730 0.093 0.811
3 7.876 7.175 3.423 3.227 2.639
4 28.17 28.02 12.92 11.29 8.544
sr 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.102 0.443
Lorentzian-type Eq. 24  0.145 0.235 0.338 0.167 0.270
 1.997 1.872 2.210 2.726 2.398
sr 0.046 0.032 0.054 0.069 0.417
aNumbers in square brackets represent standard errors of the mean.
TABLE III. Total amplitude for Gaussian functional form.
Butane FJC
State Point  1.46 1.46 0.84
T 4.05 3.79 1.0
Ns 4 10 20 50
Two-term Gaussian  j=1
2 A 0.978 0.995 0.997 0.981 1.001
Four-term Gaussian  j=1
4 A 0.997 0.999 1.001 1.000 0.940
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In Figs. 7a–7c we plot the Gaussian and Lorentzian-
type fits to the atomic reciprocal space kernel data of the FJC
system shown previously in Figs. 6 at three different chain
lengths. Though the shape of the normalized kernels is
slightly affected by the choice of fitting function it shows
very little difference upon increase in the chain length. Es-
sentially, the normalized reciprocal space kernel of polymer
melts does not change with the chain lengths considered here
and the insignificant deviations could simply be due to the
numerical error of the fitting procedure and relatively high
zero wave-vector value the reciprocal space kernels are nor-
malized with as we increase the chain length.
C. Real-space viscosity kernel
The viscosity kernel in physical space can be found via an
inverse Fourier cosine transform, Fc
−1 . . .  which is a special
case of the continuous Fourier transform of even functions.
The viscosity kernel in reciprocal space is an even function
it is symmetric about the origin consequently the real space
kernel is symmetric because the Fourier transform preserves
the even properties of the function to be transformed. Since
the integral is being computed over an interval symmetric
about the origin i.e., − to +, the second integral must
vanish to zero, and the first may be simplified to give
Fc
−1˜ky = y = 2


0

˜kycoskyydky . 25
The inverse Fourier cosine transform of the Gaussian func-
tion Eq. 23 exists 58, and it is even possible to obtain an
analytical expression. For an NG term Gaussian function the
inverse Fourier cosine transform is
Gy =
0
2j
NG
Aj j exp−  jy2/2 Aj, j R+.
26
For the Lorentzian-type function, the integral in Eq. 25 was
evaluated numerically by a Simpson method 15,16.
The real-space viscosity kernel results for butane at two
temperatures T=4.05 and T=3.79 are presented in Fig. 8
and data for polymer melts at three densities are presented in
Fig. 9. The real-space kernel decreases slightly with the tem-
perature, but it is strongly affected by the choice of fitting
function in reciprocal space. For instance, kernels obtained
from a two-term equally weighted Gaussian functional form,
shown in Fig. 8a, are strongly distorted in physical space
and therefore more terms in the Gaussian form are needed.
To illustrate this point, we consider a four-term Gaussian
shown in Fig. 8b. Kernels obtained numerically from the
Lorentzian-type functional form are shown in Fig. 8d and
feature a much smoother behavior in real space. The maxi-
mum difference between the kernels obtained from the
Gaussian functions is about 5% and between the kernels ob-
tained from the Lorentzian-type function and Gaussian func-
tions is less than 10% Fig. 8d.
For the FJC system, the trends are illustrated in Fig. 9 for
un-normalized data and in Fig. 10 for normalized data. The
difference between these functional forms is given in Fig. 11.
Despite the very large discrepancy between kernels predicted
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by a four-term Gaussian function and a Lorentzian-type
function of almost 40% at y=0 Fig. 11a, the local effec-
tive viscosity, 0, obtained by integrating the nonlocal real
space kernel over y is in good agreement. As mentioned
previously, the four-term Gaussians show much better fits
and must be trusted when transforming the reciprocal space
kernels to physical domain. However, we note that the four-
term Gaussian function is sensitive to outliers and may result
in unnatural behavior while the Lorentzian-type function
shows a much smoother shape of the real-space kernels.
The zero wave-vector viscosity 0 obtained via a Gauss-
ian function Gy is
0 = 
−

Gydy =
0
2
−
 
j
NG
Aj j exp−  jy2/2dy ,
27
where NG=2 for the two-term Gaussian and NG=4 for the
four-term Gaussian. The difference between the kernels ob-
tained from the Lorentzian-type function and the four-term
Gaussian functions increases with the chain length Fig.
11b. However, the local effective viscosities agree with the
computed values even at high molecular weights.
The numerical results from all three functional forms are
shown in Table IV. Though all three functional forms yield
different kernel shapes, the local effective viscosities 0 are
in good agreement with the simulated values presented in
Table II. It is seen that the error associated with the integra-
tion is less than 2% compared to simulated zero frequency
zero wave-vector viscosities given in Table II. This confirms
the accuracy of our numerical analysis.
In order to compare the real-space viscosity kernels for
different molecular systems we define a normalization factor
that accounts for the structural properties 16
g =

0

rgr − 12dr

0

gr − 12dr
, 28
where g is a measure of the range over which the correlation
function decays to 1 and therefore could be regarded as a
correlation length of the radial distribution function RDF.
The RDF is calculated either in terms of the distance vector
between atoms i and j or between the centers of mass of
molecules i and j: gr= i=1
N  j1N r−rij
4r2N 	. N is the total num-
ber of molecules or atoms and  is the atomic or molecular
number density. The RDF gives us important information
about structure in dense liquid butane and polymer melts and
corresponding normalization factors for these systems are
presented in Fig. 12.
RDFs for butane at state point =1.46, T=4.05 and
=1.46, T=3.79 are shown in Fig. 12 and have the same
form as those from 30,33. The sharp peaks at =0.39 and
=0.63 arising from nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor con-
straints are omitted from the calculation of g in Eq. 28.
The broad and sharp peaks in Figs. 12a and 12b corre-
spond to gauche and trans conformations respectively. The
remainder of the gr curves shows intermolecular correla-
tions. For the FJC system the radial distribution functions,
given for Ns=10, Ns=20, and Ns=50 in Figs. 12c–12e
show the sharp peaks due to bonds l=1.0 and LJ shells.
The second LJ coordination shell is visible in a peak at r
2. Our RDF for polymer melts are in agreement with
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difference between the real space kernels obtained from the
Lorentzian-type and four-term Gaussian functions for three differ-
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FIG. 9. Real-space kernel of FJC melts at three different chain
lengths Ns=10, Ns=20, and Ns=50 =0.84, T=1.0, and Nm=864:
a real-space kernels obtained from the equally weighted two-term
Gaussian functional form Eq. 26; b real-space kernels obtained
from the four-term Gaussian functional form Eq. 26; c real-
space kernels obtained numerically from the Lorentzian-type func-
tional form Eq. 24.
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59,60. Compared to butane, for which g changes signifi-
cantly from 0.489 at state point =1.676, T=4.05 to 1.195 at
state point =1.46, T=3.79, g for FJC only slightly in-
creases from 0.534 to 0.548 as we enlarge the polymers from
10 to 50 sites per molecule.
The real-space kernels for butane, normalized with re-
spect to their zero wave-vector values and spatial scaling
factor g are shown in Fig. 13. First, we see that the kernel
obtained from a Lorentzian-type fit for two different tem-
peratures T=4.05 continuous line and T=3.79 long-dashed
line Fig. 13b normalized with respect to g deviate sub-
stantially from their un-normalized analogs shown in Fig.
13a. Since the normalization factor has been calculated
from the total intramolecular and intermolecular radial dis-
tribution function it is to be expected that the peaks due to
intramolecular interactions will have a greater contribution at
low temperatures as seen in Fig. 13b. Therefore, in addition
to previously given kernels, we also plot the normalized ker-
nels with respect to only the intermolecular RDF dashed and
dotted lines in Fig. 13b. We can see that the kernels are
closer in Fig. 13b for the same set of temperatures and
densities. However, our normalization did not remove the
discrepancy between the kernels for these two structures, i.e.,
at T=4.05 dashed line and T=3.79 dotted line.
Figures 14a and 14b depict the FJC kernels in physical
space according to the atomic definition, normalized with
respect to g and obtained from an equally weighted two-
term Gaussian function and Lorentzian-type function, re-
spectively. We can see that despite the fact that the structural
normalization procedure preserved the features of the real
space kernels, neither Lorentzian-type function nor Gaussian
function completely remove the differences between the ker-
nels in Figs. 10a and 10b. As mentioned above for butane,
a more comprehensive structural normalization is needed in
order to be able to reduce the viscosity kernels to a universal
curve for complex molecular fluids.
V. CONCLUSION
We have computed the wave-vector-dependent viscosities
and their inverse Fourier transforms for two molecular sys-
tems: butane and linear FJC chains. Agreement between our
results and other equilibrium data in the zero-frequency zero
TABLE IV. Effective viscosities evaluated from G2Hy, G4y, and numerically from Lky.
Butane FJC
State Point  1.46 1.46 0.84
T 4.05 3.79 1.0
System size Nm 864 108
Ns 4 10 20 50
Two-term Gaussian 0 4.759 5.410 8.09 15.2 41.2
Four-term Gaussian 0 4.760 5.410 8.09 15.2 41.2
Lorentzian 0 4.761 5.412 8.09 15.2 41.2
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FIG. 12. Total intramolecular and intermolecular radial distribu-
tion function gr and normalization factors g for butane at two
state points a =1.46, T=4.05, b =1.46, T=3.79 and FJC
at state point =0.84, T=1.0, and Nm=864 for c Ns=10, d
Ns=20, and e Ns=50. For butane the peaks at =0.30 and 
=0.63 arising from nearest-neighbor and next-nearest neighbor con-
straints are omitted. For clarity, the RDFs in d, c, b, and a are
shifted upwards by four units.
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wave-vector limit confirms our data’s validity. The main re-
sults can be summarized as follows:
i An insignificant variation in the shape of both normal-
ized reciprocal space and real-space kernels has been noted
for the entire range of molecular weights considered here.
ii Though a relatively simple Lorentzian-type function
fits the data well over a wide range of wave vectors, at all the
state points, it is not possible to analytically inverse Fourier
transform it to the spatial domain. Therefore, one may con-
sider an expansion up to a four-term Gaussian which also
gives a better accuracy compared to the Lorentzian-type
function. Even though the parametrization of the reciprocal
space kernel has shown that the density and temperature
have a great impact on the parameters, the resulting kernels
vary only slightly with those temperatures chosen here.
iii We identified that the choice of functional forms in
reciprocal space plays a significant role in the prediction of
the real-space kernel shape. For instance, in the case of bu-
tane an equally weighted two-term Gaussian function is un-
suitable as it distorts the real-space kernel and underesti-
mates the local effective viscosities which is consistent with
earlier results for monatomic and diatomic fluids. However,
for polymeric fluids all the fits reproduce accurately the local
effective viscosities even though they have slightly different
shapes.
iv The viscosity kernels of FENE and FJC chains are
essentially the same. Much larger chains would also be worth
considering in the future in order to cover the crossover re-
gime from the nonentangled to the entangled state.
v Though a normalization scaling based on the correla-
tion length of the radial distribution function allows us to
compare the real-space kernels of different polymeric melts,
in the case of butane, only the intermolecular contributions
in the radial distribution function leads to an improved agree-
ment. This suggests a need for a more comprehensive struc-
tural normalization of complex molecular structures.
vi Overall, we have shown that the real-space viscosity
kernel of butane has a width of roughly 3–5 atomic diam-
eters while for polymer melts the width is about 4–6 atomic
diameters. This means that the generalized hydrodynamic
viscosity must be used in predicting the flow properties of
molecular fluids on length scales where the gradient in the
strain rate is of the order of these dimensions. Consequently
nonlocal constitutive equations should be invoked for a com-
plete description of flows at molecular scales under such
conditions.
Finally, this work has been concerned with a few molecu-
lar systems, but the methodology can easily be used for
larger and more complex molecules with different constraint
schemes or nearest-neighbor bond constraints.
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